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RFP 14-11 
Playground Surfacing and Play Curbing 

Questions Addendum 
 

1. Do you have any quantity  amounts  on curbing, ADA ramps and 
Engineered Wood fiber or will each vendor turning in the bid be responsible 
for getting the takeoff amount for each? These are to be proposed and 
determined by each vendor per playground bay size and safety CPSC 
standards. 

2.  How many copies of the bid sheet would you like returned and where 
should the bid be returned to? Three 

3. Who determines the amount of each product required?  Each proposer is 
responsible as indicated in the RFP to determine the amount of each 
(surfacing, ramps, and curbing) based on CPSC standards. 

4. Can you please tell me what type of Playground Curbing is required for this 
bid? Plastic, Wood Concrete? Any curbing being replaced should be 4’x12’ 
HDPE black plastic. 

5. Are the ADA Ramps to be two sided with half outside the playground and a 
matching 1/2 on the inside of the borders, or just half Ramps with the 
entrances into the playgrounds only? Ramps are to be proposed both 
inside and outside? All ADA ramps are to be two sided (inside/outside) 

6. Since the spec is now 12" minimum depth on the surfacing, will concrete 
enclosed playgrounds require new plastic borders? No, all bays with that 
are enclosed by concrete are not to be renovated with plastic boarders.  

7.  I see that you are requiring a finished level of12" of wood fibers.  Do you 
want the old material removed and 12" of new material installed or add new 
material to a finished depth of 12"? Surfacing material needs to be 12’ 
depth. Any combination to meet CPSC standards per the vendor’s choice is 
recommended.  

8. Can you tell me which landscape contractors that normally work with your 
city? Possibly you have a maintenance contract with one? This question 
will not  

9. Do you use someone to top off your play boxes in the past? No. As a new 
department the current playground bays are what was inherited by the City 
of Brookhaven from Dekalb County.  

 


